Infant Optics DXR-8 Speaker Replacement

8W speaker replacement. To access speaker, reference this disassembly guide:

Written By: Larsha Johnson
INTRODUCTION

Replace a faulty speaker.

TOOLS:

- Heat Gun (1)
- Heavy-Duty Spudger (1)
**Step 1 — Internal Monitor Components**

- Using the plastic opening tool, remove screen protector from front of monitor.

**Step 2**

- Remove the six 4mm screws using a Phillips #00 screwdriver.
- Remove the screen, exposing the circuit board.
- Turn device over to expose rear circuit board.
Step 3

- Disconnect speaker from monitor for ease of access by unplugging wire.

Step 4 — Speaker

- Use a heat gun to soften and easily remove epoxy that surrounds the speaker. Gently scrape it free little by little with metal spudger.
Step 5

- Lift the speaker from casing using metal spudger.
- Place new 8W speaker in the casing and connect wire.

To reassemble your device, follow these instructions in reverse order.